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Economics: Growth and distribution always connected
From 1950s to 2010 economics mainstream focuses on a stripped down,
near frictionless, reductionist view of growth and productivity
• Gradually permeated government economic thinking (still does in many
places)
• De-emphasised distributional questions, minimised recognition of
spillovers
This contrasts with
• Earlier classical, Keynesian/Marxian view of economy
• Sharply differed from more micro-views
• in economics (Sen and how actions and investment shape capabilities, endogenous
growth and innovation)
• wider socio-economic models of the social embeddedness and impacts of economic
activity (notably Granovetter, Putnam and Fukuyama)

Economics and inclusion
This latter class of socio-economic models, not the top-down macro
perspective, has shaped the last 20 years of metropolitan and
neighbourhood economic policy thinking for last two decades.
Social exclusion and policies for inclusion a core concern in policy since
mid-1990s:
• John Major allowed the idea to emerge
• Scottish Office established a Social Inclusion Unit in 1997
• Social exclusion unit in Cabinet Office and National neighbourhood
Strategy in 2001; widely discussed and well-researched discussion
in inclusion

Inclusion memories remain at local scales
Ideas reflected in resourced policies in Scotland UK Government
• New Life for Urban Scotland (gave senior officials a real insight on origins and
consequences of exclusion)
• SURI’s, SIP’s etc
• Scottish Homes Wider Action Agenda
• Internal Structures of Departments, Portfolios, Task Forces and Working
Groups
• MEMORIES AND EXPERIENCES OF THESE MAJOR, FUNDED, PROGRAMMES
OF WORK ON INCLUSION STILL REMAIN IN LOCAL AUTHORITIES, AND AT
SENIOR LEVELS, AND IN THE NON-PROFIT AGENTS OF LOCAL CHANGES. THE
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACY NEEDS TO REDISCOVER IT’S RICH
HERITAGE OF PLACE-BASED INCLUSION POLICIES.
• THESE IDEAS MAY MEAN AN ‘UNDERSTANDING INVERSION’ AND
DSICONNECTION BETWEEN NATIONAL AND LOCAL SCALES

Revived interest in inclusion
OECD/World Bank (Stiglitz) revives interest in distribution-inclusion
View is top-down (contrasts with earlier approach)
• Largely led by regional economists (have pretty much ignored effects of
health, housing, education and community involvement in approach
focused on agglomeration, skills and innovation – David may disagree)
• Has focused to date on diagnostics, too much prolonged mystery about
what is “inclusive growth”; politicians need to make that choice
• Needs to get Real

• how does approach change local service and investment decisions
• How is the approach reflected in SG decision taking/programmes
ARGUABLY TAKING TOO LONG TO GROUND THE APPROACH AND TO CREATE A
SINGLE ECONOMIC POLICY NARRATIVE: INCLUSION, PRODUCTIVITY AND WELLBEING
NEED TO BE CONNECTED, GROUNDED AND POLICY MADE CONSISTENT.
SIGHTHILL WORK BY DAVID ILLUSTRATES THIS RATHER WELL

The balance of growth and distribution
• Core focus on the beneficial relationship between distribution and growth
– national(1); local(2)

• More limited though than sometimes made out – the positive relationship relates to
periods of successive growth (greater equality – longer periods of growth), not the
rate or nature of growth

• This aggregate relationship, however, may not play out for particular
localities or for particular interventions
• Two inviolable conditions:
1.) A concern for those yet to benefit from, or participate in, growth processes
2.) Community participation in policy design and evaluation

• This core focus must be translatable in practice
Sources: (1) Berg et al. (2012); (2) Benner and Pastor (2014)

The need for “place-sensitive distributed
development policy”(1)
• “Revenge of the places that don’t matter”(2)
• An approach that tackles “diverse development trajectories”(1) – this
pertains to various geographic levels – national, regional and local
• Moving past the false binary of people vs place policy
• Places as development clubs
• For some places, just achieving growth, perhaps, would be a coup in the first
instance
• For other places, managing fast growth, and reducing the costs that this can bring, is
a central concern
Sources: (1) Iammarino et al (2018); (2) Rodriguez-Pose (2018)

Initial policy applications
• The development of a diagnostic, hinging on a pilot in North Ayrshire,
has been the focus from SG
• SCRIG has been formed as an initial step to establish an epistemic community
• Enterprise and Skills review emphasises the need

• Local applications • Nth Lanarkshire Fairness Commission
• Pilot for a capital project recommended

• Edinburgh’s Growth Accelerator
• Logic built in to the payments by result mechanism

Processes shaping growth and distribution
• First consideration is typically labour markets
• “Linking opportunity and need”
• In work poverty
• Low wage sectors

• But what about the shaping effects of capital infrastructure systems?
• What are the institutional structures required at the city-region level
to pursue inclusive growth? Is the “cluttered” landscape of economic
development in Scotland conducive (Fraser of Allander Institute,
2018)

Mechanisms for achieving the balance
• Which mechanisms require the balance to be effectively considered?
• LOIPs – outcome setting for localities; does this permit a consideration of
trade-offs or simply a shopping list of desirables?
• City Deals – does project prioritisation, informed by modelling, establish an
effective parity between inclusion and growth considerations?
• Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act and ongoing Local Governance
Review – giving communities greater say in what inclusive growth means?
• Regional Economic Partnerships?

Doing it as well as saying it
• Few disagree with inclusive growth, and the label can easily populate
strategy documents and be deployed to bolster social democratic
credentials
• Some way to go, however, to mainstream it in our policy prioritisation
processes (STAG maybe one exception)
• Specific policy domains:
• Do national planning framework and approaches support an inclusive growth
focus? Implications of the planning bill?
• Refreshed city-region economic development strategies in a post-deal-making
environment; what can be learnt from emerging “local industrial strategies” in
England?
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ONE THEME…

BUT MANY PERSPECTIVES…

Things can only get better..?

Consequences of the crash of 2008 and
its accompanying austerity
• Huge amounts of public money has had to go into bailing out
the financial system.
• Austerity measures mean continuing squeeze on most of
population, despite some increase in jobs and modest growth.
• Investment and productivity remain weak & bank lending to
business is paltry.
• Little sign of improvement in living standards and inequality
continues to rise.
• A systemic failure – the 21st century model of capitalism has
failed – but not been replaced.
• Current macro economic approaches seeking to prop a
deformed system up – does not address inherent problems.

This systemic failure hits Preston with the abandonment of
the £700m Tithebarn Regeneration Scheme in 2011

A democratic economy is emerging in Preston based on
common sense alternatives (1)
• Our anchor strategy has large placed based institutions in Preston and
Lancashire with a combined spend of nearly £1 billion per annum
increasing spending to local suppliers to benefit our community and
we are encouraging insourcing.
• There is a £100m placed based investment by our local government
pension fund in student flats, hotel and office space through our City
Deal we wish to build on.
• We are expanding cooperative and employee owned businesses
through Preston’s Cooperative Development Network (Presco) with
UCLan and others. A commitment to ‘gap coops’ to address leakage.
• We are working to establish the Lancashire Community Bank and
continue to support our credit union (Clevr) and CDFI (Lancashire
Moneyline).

Public pension fund investments in Preston

A democratic economy is emerging in Preston based on
common sense alternatives (2)
• Preston City Council is now an energy supplier across Lancashire
through its partnership with a neighbouring authority through
Fairerpower Red Rose.
• There is an opportunity for Lancashire councils to establish a
more prominent housing development role through new
housing companies.
• Our planning policies now encourage locally based suppliers
and labour in Preston on both public and private sector
developments.
• Work with the University of Central Lancashire and partners has
established a Civic Drone Centre exploring how the Preston
Model approach can benefit the community including through
drone supply chains and clusters.

Public and community banking

Regional stakeholder banks support economic
resilience
German bank lending to domestic enterprises and self-employed
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Who gets the Loans - UK & NW England?
SME Loans – North West
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Background - the RSA Inclusive Growth Commission
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place-based industrial strategies
Devolution driven by inclusive growth
Inclusive investment
Redefining economic success
“Central government should
explore and encourage the
establishment of regional
banks. ….Community banking
models such as the
Community Savings Bank
Association.”
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Preston: Procurement Spend Analysis

£750m

Total spend of all 6 anchors 12/13

Top 300 suppliers
(by value) of each
Anchor

5%

of spend within the
Preston City Council
boundary

61%

of spend leaking out
of the Lancashire
economy

What we have been doing since
• Influencing
• senior anchor institution leaders and officers
• Changing the culture of procurement officers
• Developing cooperation across institutions and with commercial sector
• Developing
• a statement of intent
• a better understanding of ‘influenceable’ spend
• a better understanding of the market
• Identifying scope for new delivery models
• Showcasing
• Showcasing practice and shifting behaviour across Europe
• Looking at wider impact of spend
• Evaluating success of other wealth building initiatives

The change

£616m

Total spend of all 6 anchors 16/17

Top 300 suppliers
(by value) of each
Anchor

18%

Increase of £70million

of spend within the
Preston City Council
boundary

20%

of spend leaking out
of the Lancashire
economy
Increase of £200million

Public sector spend repatriated to Preston and
Lancashire

OUTCOMES – Job density
Employee rate has increased from 59.2% from 2014-15 to 71.8% in 201718 adding over 12,000 employees. In 2015-2016 Preston added 5% in
GVA per head equivalent to £1,157.

Preston is most improved city in the UK
• Preston is the most improved city in the year’s Demos-PwC Good
Growth for Cities Index 2018
• Latest index analyses a decade of economic and social data which
shows:
• Preston saw biggest increase in its index score of +0.28 to top the
rankings
• Preston has risen to 14th in this year’s overall index (20th in 2017).
• Improvement due to above average large reduction in
unemployment rate falling from 6.5% in 2017 to 3.1% in 2017; and
• Rising skills amongst 16-24 year olds with 44% now holding at least
an NVQ Level 3 compared with 34% in 2014; plus
• Above average improvements in work life balance; health, transport
and skills amongst all ages.

WHAT’S THE STORY?
• Preston is the transport Hub for Lancashire – hence attracts higher order retail,
service sector and public administration (courts, medical, university & colleges)
• Regional Service Centre for polycentric sub-region
• Economic strengths in advanced engineering, business services, ICT, creative
sector and construction
• Resilient since the financial crisis – sustained grown, high employment
participation rate and high percentage of jobs at or above Living Wage
• Ethnically diverse
• But – ingrained inner urban deprivation; majority “leave” vote
• Two tier area – complex governance
• “Under-bounded” – FEA/PUA is Central Lancashire - 380k population); Preston
LAD 143k population
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Preston PUA – Current Economic Performance
• Central Lancashire is the economic hub and driver of the Lancashire economy, acknowledged as one of the largest

economies in the Northern Powerhouse,
• Central Lancashire population of 360,000, 25% of the Lancashire total; 13,000 businesses, 26% of the
Lancashire total; 180,000+ jobs, 29% of Lancashire total
• Latest GVA figures (£ 10.266bn) comprising 35.4% of the Lancashire total; the 5th largest in NW; GVA per head is
£ 26,544 (4.7% above UK average of £ 25,351); GVA per head has increased by 72.3% (+£11,140) between 1997
and 2015; GVA per worker (£ 47,800), higher than Hull, Sheffield, Newcastle, Sunderland and similar to Leeds
(£ 48,000)
• High economic activity (75.7%), employment (76.8%) and low unemployment (1.6%) rates; business density
(56 per 1,000) higher than Lancashire (54) and NW (53) average; business start-up rates match national
average; business stock per 10,000 population at 379.1 higher than cities such as Birmingham, Leeds,
Newcastle, Hull, Sheffield & Peterborough
• Employment growth expected to outperform rest of county over next 10 years (5% growth forecast; nearly
10,800 additional jobs), exceeding the Lancashire rate and matching the national average

• Good Growth for Cities Index (PwC/Demos) 2016 rated Preston the best place to live and work in the NW
(measured against jobs, income, work-life balance, transport, skills, environment and house price to earnings)
• What Works Centre for Local Growth (2017) advise that Preston one of the areas of the UK least likely to be
negatively affected by Brexit/more able to take advantage of Brexit opportunities, due to low reliance on EU
migrant workforce - (1.7% of workforce) and low EU export reliance

Preston PUA – 2023 Potential Performance
• Forward planning study work by City Deal partners, assisted by Keppie Massie (December 2016, adjusted for inclusion on Chorley) identify

the potential for accelerating the existing city deal programme/model would provide:
• 30,000+ new jobs in Central Lancashire between 2016 and 2030
• 55,000+ extra population by 2030
• 30,000+ extra households
• 31,000+ extra houses

• In addition, forward planning work undertaken for the Lancashire Transport Prospectus (2016, Ekosgen) identify the
opportunity to realise:
• 40% of the Lancashire productivity benefits of HS2 forecast to be captured in the existing city deal area –
providing between £ 230m and £ 240m (gross) GVA uplift in 3037 at today’s prices - creating some 3,000 additional
jobs (by 2037); and providing a total productivity change of £ 33.9m
• reduced journey time to deliver up to 75,000 additional visitors, adding £ 3.3m to the Preston (LAD) economy
alone each year
• For comparison, over the same period electrification of the Preston to Manchester rail line is expected to provide a
total productivity uplift of £ 17.6m and a £ 122.5m GVA pa uplift (gross), creating 646 additional jobs
• Regeneration of Preston station to add 7,850 FTE jobs (over 10,000 jobs in total) and £ 324m in additional GVA
from 2022 to 2032; generating 4,000 additional homes
• Ribble Link to deliver £ 31.6m uplift in productivity, 1663 new jobs and contribute some £ 37.4m additional GVA
pa
• In total, Ekosgen estimate that from 2025 there is the potential in Preston & South
Ribble alone a potential 20,000 additional jobs
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ACHIEVING PRESTON’S PRIORITIES
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PRESTON: YOUR CITY initiatives
• Harris Hotel (Old Post Office) – est. completion spring 2019

• Re-imagining the Harris (Museum & Art Gallery) – joint project with LCC and Arts Council
• Culture & Leisure – Lancashire Encounter and other arts activities
• Revitalised Markets – covered market and box market - opened early 2018– new cinema and
leisure development planned for old covered market
• Preston Bus station – new public square completed 2018 and refurbished bus station
• Fishergate – Public Realm improvements connecting railway station to bus station (ESIF)
• Railway Station – station improvements and preparation for HS2

• Winkley Square – Townscape Heritage Initiative – improvements and investment
• UCLAN Masterplan – new campus investment – opening 2019

• City Deal – new infrastructure investment to realise 20,000 new jobs, 17,000 new homes, £1bn
growth in GVA, £ 2.3bn private sector investment; Central Lancashire Construction Skills Hub
• Promoting the city – marketing
• Housing Action Zone – city centre living in Stoneygate/Guildhall St areas
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PRESTON: FAIRNESS FOR YOU initiatives
• Social Value Policy – weighting contracts to get added “social value” out of them (apprenticeships, skills investment,
local supply chains etc.)
• Community Wealth Building – between 2012/13 and 2016/17 the 6 Preston “anchor” institutions repatriated £ 539m
procurement spend to Preston/Lancashire; total procurement spend by anchors within Lancashire increased from
39% to 80% - an uplift of £200m

• Living Wage - 80.7% of all employees in Preston were paid the Living Wage in 2017 – an increase from 76.7% in 2016;
the number of jobs in Preston paid less than the Living Wage have decreased from 19,000 in 2016 to 15,000 in 2017;
around 45 companies and institutions based in Preston are Living Wage employers
• Building Community Capacity:
• Inner East Preston – England’s first inner city Community Council, funded through the Big Lottery Fund
• Connected Communities project with UCLAN
• Supporting franchise of Citizens UK
• Community Work Clubs
• Preston Co-operative Network – Mondragon-style network to promotes alternative forms of economic democracy –
first new co-op start-up summer 2018; Bid in to Open Society Foundation for $400k co-op development support
• Financial Inclusion – Credit Union, CDFI, programme of advice & support; work on new Co-operative Bank proposal
and other forms of financial intermediation
• Energy Purchasing scheme – started 2017

• Health Eating strategies and activities
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HOW CAN WE SURVIVE AUSTERITY?
• Not possible to just do less of what we used to do – there isn’t enough money
• Need to work in partnership with others – key local partners are local “anchor institutions
such as the University, the County Council, Community Gateway Association, Preston’s College,
Cardinal Newman College, Lancashire Constabulary, the Health Trust…..

• Partnership must be non-bureaucratic and have a positive bottom line impact
• Need to think in different ways about resources available to us – for the council this means:
• our staff (terms and conditions of employment, where they spend their money, savings
through CU etc.)
• Our procurement spend (money that’s already there)
• Land, property & investments (how can value accrue to wider range of people?)
• Re-imagining forms of economic democracy (ownership of assets, new forms of
governance, new forms of financial investment and ownership)

• Re-imagining ways of doing business – what activities should we prioritise/facilitate; and how
can new technologies facilitate that – Smart city technologies, big data, community
researchers, UAVs, drones…..
• Council leadership – yes, as champion of place; but not alone and no need to “own”

every initiative
42

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!
D.whyte@preston.gov.uk

01772 903401

https://www.preston.gov.uk/th
ecouncil/the-preston-model/

THE PROCUREMENT CYCLE

Making the Connections
Andy Milne, Chief Executive

Exclusive growth is ruinously expensive

• Communities contain essential
information and additional resources
• Connecting to them is a wise
investment
• SURF helps to make that happen.

SG Regeneration Policy, since 2011
“This Regeneration Strategy places
support for community led
regeneration at the heart of its
approach, recognising that the
changes required to make all
communities sustainable will only
be achieved when communities
themselves play a part in delivering
change.”

Increasingly hierarchical cities
Capital investment data, compiled for SURF by Dr
Robertson, of Ryden, in 2012, detailed a
‘flight to prime’ of both private and public
investment and the abandonment of disadvantages
areas.

He concluded that this trend was creating greater
place-based inequality and increasingly
hierarchical cities.

SURF’s Manifesto for Regeneration, 2016;
“Successful
community
regeneration, links
local challenges and
assets to wider
policy and
resources”

SURF’s Alliance for Action
Two main objectives:

•
•

supporting cross sector regeneration outcomes in a
complementary set of place based communities; through
enhanced collaborative investments on shared priorities.
using the resultant learning to enhance wider community
regeneration policy and resource considerations.

Govan
Alliance
for Action
shared
priorities.

Local Collaborations

The SURF Awards;
20 years of identifying and promoting
best practice and shared learning

• Exclusive growth is ruinously
expensive
• Communities contain essential
information and additional resources
• Connecting to them is a wise
investment
• SURF helps to make that happen.

More on SURF and its work:
www.surf.scot
@SURFscot
SURF

andy@surf.scot

